LORENZO MARTINEZ in his second long playing album with his enormous musical talent is taking us on a trip of the past with emphasis on our beautiful culture. Starting with the entry march of a newly married couple, “La Marcha De Los Novios” on Side A of this LP and continuing with an emotional and festive wedding mood until he finishes with the traditional blessing of the newly married couple “La Entrega De Los Novios”. All arrangements from “La Raspa”, “Los Redondos”, “Chotes”, and “Cutilios” are interpreted here by this talented young man who started his musical career at the age of 6 years. At the age of 22 and utilizing all the electronic technology available, LORENZO plays each instrument in this LP. First he recorded the guitar, secondly the Bass (Bajo), then the Rhythm (Vihuela) and finally, first and second violin. The results of these exacting and delicate endeavors has made us very proud of what has been, and continues to be our glorious culture. Herman Martinez, engineer of the Alta Vista Studios, claims that LORENZO is a musical genius. After listening to this album we believe he has every right to make such a statement. And you too will be proud when you listen to the music of this young and brilliant New Mexican artist.

SIDE A
1. LA MARCHA DE LOS NOVIOS
   2:44
2. EL VALS DE LA CRINOLINA
   2:15
3. LA POLKA MONTEREY
   2:06
4. SAN ANTONIO ROSE
   2:19
5. LA RASPA
   2:56
6. CHOTES EL VAQUERO - ZAPATILLA
   2:12

SIDE B
1. SANTA RITA POLKA
   2:52
2. EL REDONDO ENCANTADO
   1:39
3. TAMPAICO HERMOSO POLKA
   1:52
4. EL CUTILIO LOS REYES MAGOS
   2:36
5. PORQUE TE QUIERO
   2:34
6. LA ENTRAGA DE LOS NOVIOS
   3:40
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